Section 1. The Albright College SGA recognizes the need for a variety of organizations on its campus to represent the diverse interests of the student body.

A. The SGA will only consider up to two (2) new organizations for recognition each semester. Priority will be given on a first come first served basis.

Section 2. Prior to becoming an official organization eligible for SGA Allocations, the group in question must complete the following:

A. Submit a proposal stating the purpose and goals of the organization along with the standard executive board registration and a list of interested members.
B. The purpose and goals of the organization must compile with the mission of Albright College.
C. All submissions are due prior to the due date for re-allocations for the given semester.
D. The proposal then moves to the General Cabinet for approval to enter into “working group” status. To be approved, the Cabinet must pass the proposal by a 3/4 vote. The group will, at this point in the process, be referred to as a “working group.”
E. “Working Group” Period
   1. This will last for at least one full semester during which the group must fulfill the following requirements:
      i. Hold regular meetings whose attendance must be recorded and submitted to the SGA Recording Secretary at the end of the working group period.
      ii. Conduct a fundraiser or host an event to advertise their presence on campus.
      iii. Allocation requests will be considered on an individual basis.
F. At the end of the working group period, to gain officially SGA recognized Priority 2 status:
   1. The working group must submit a constitution and an updated roster.
   2. The working group must hold free and fair elections based on its constitution.
   3. Everything must be turned into SGA by the last day of classes for the given semester.
   4. The SGA will vote to recognize the group as a priority 2 organization, which requires 3/4 of the SGA general cabinet.
   5. If the “Working Group” is not granted full organization status they may reapply to be a working group the following semester.

Section 3. Amending this policy requires a 2/3 vote of the SGA General Cabinet.